
PIG® SpillBlocker® Dike

PLR267 9cm x 152cm x 7.6cm, 100%
Ppolyurethane, 2 each

Quickly deploy these easy-to-handle spill dikes to
contain liquids up to 7.6cm deep. Built-in
connectors let you join multiple sections.

Exclusive New Pig formulation features a tear-
resistant top layer and a flexible, tacky bottom
layer that seals tight to smooth surfaces and
blocks liquids

-

Fast protection for when a spill is heading right
for your drain; just place dike in front of spill to
contain liquid

-

Built-in dovetail connectors create a liquid-proof
seal and allow you to join as many sections as
you need without extra parts

-

Confines and diverts fluids without absorbing
them, making cleanup or reclamation simpler

-

7.6cm height is great for containing deeper
pools of liquid and larger flows

-

Polyurethane material resists water, oil and
many chemicals

-

Two smaller 152cm sections are easy to handle
and deploy

-

Reusable dikes clean easily with soap and
water

-

Item# Description Dimensions Weight

PLR267-YW Yellow 9cm W x 152cm L x 7.6cm H 11.34 kg

PLR267-BK Black 9cm W x 152cm L x 7.6cm H 11.34 kg

Metric Equivalent:

Item# Description Dimensions Weight

PLR267-YW Yellow

PLR267-BK Black

Specifications

Style Non-Weight Bearing

Dimensions 9cm W x 152cm L x 7.6cm H

Intended For Use on Smooth Surface

Max liquid temp exposure Max Exposure Limit 107°C (225°F) for up to 30 Minutes



Storage Temp Range Store from -18°C (0°F) to 49°C (120°F)

Temperature Limit Works from -18°C (0°F) to 71°C (160°F) up to 12 months

Sold as 2 per box

Weight 11.34 kg

New Pig Patent 5,236,281

# per Pallet 60

Composition 100% Ppolyurethane

Technical Documents

PIG SpillBlocker Dikes, DrainBlocker Drain Covers and other Blockers

Urethane Use, Care and Storage

PIG Blocker Products

Environmental Protection Act 1990

Water Resources Act 1991

Disclaimers

Urethane Notice

Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time with exposure to certain

environmental conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years.  Please inspect the

stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state.  For more details and for chemical compatibility, please call Technical

Services.

https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/BLOCKERS.pdf
https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/359297_MANUAL_URETHANE_UK.pdf
https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/EN_GB_SDS_S119.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/43/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/57/contents

